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Abstract The simulation speed of two‐dimensional hydrodynamic flood models is a limiting factor
when catchments are large, a considerable number of simulations is required (e.g., exploratory modeling,
Monte‐Carlo flood simulations, or predicting probabilistic flood maps), or when there is a need for real‐time
flood emergency management. Rapid Flood Models (RFMs) that rely only on topographic depressions and
the water balance equation have been successfully implemented to predict maximum urban flood
inundation depths within seconds to a few minutes. However, the preprocessing step (identification of
depressions and their attributes) and the postprocessing step (marking up possible flow paths of flood water
in between flooded depressions) of RFMs is time consuming. In this study, we developed a new fast flood
inundation model based on the cellular automata (CA) approach. The new model does not require the
preprocessing and postprocessing steps of RFMs and therefore can provide more simulation speed. The
performance of our new model, referred to as Cellular Automata fast flood evaluation (CA‐ffé), was
compared to two well‐known hydrodynamic flood models (HEC‐RAS and TUFLOW) in 20 simulation
experiments conducted in five different urban subcatchments. CA‐ffé predicted maximum inundation depth
with reasonable accuracy in a matter of seconds to a few minutes for a single rainfall event simulation. The
CA‐ffé model performed exceptionally well in areas with low‐lying depressions. However, in areas where
floodwaters had higher momentum and velocity, the model usually was not able to estimate inundation
depths calculated by HEC‐RAS or TUFLOW. CA‐ffé's key drawback is also its inability to represent the
temporal evolution of flooding and flow velocities. Nevertheless, its ability to provide spatial flood extents
and depths in a fraction of the time compared to its hydrodynamic counterparts is a significant
advancement toward exploratory approaches for water systems planning, model‐based predictive control,
and real‐time flood management.

1. Introduction

The application of 2‐D hydraulic modeling packages for urban flood inundation prediction has become
widespread due to greater availability of high resolution digital terrain models and high‐performance com-
putational resources (S. Néelz, 2009). Selection of an appropriate floodmodel usually depends on the context
and purpose of the study, required and available input data, desired output variables, their spatial and tem-
poral resolution, level of accuracy, and computational demands (Teng et al., 2017). Flood risk analysis in
urban areas usually involves accurate prediction of flow velocities and depths. As such, detailed hydrody-
namic models (i.e., models that solve the full shallow water equations [SWEs]) are often used. Due to their
long simulation run time, such detailed models are neither economical nor even feasible when myriad flood
simulations are required such as in cases investigating spatial and temporal rainfall variability (Simões et al.,
2015) or combining the impact of fluvial and pluvial floods in probabilistic‐based flood hazard analysis (Apel
et al., 2016). Additionally, these models struggle to simulate urban flood inundations in large catchments
(e.g., over 20 km2). The emergence of parallel computing and graphics processing units have improved
the speed of detailed hydrodynamic models. However, these models are inherently characterized as a series
of sequential computations and, therefore, not always able to take full advantage of parallel processing cap-
abilities (Guidolin et al., 2016). Furthermore, running a parallel version of these models demands higher
computational resources (e.g., a single desktop computer is not enough). Some models reduce the complex-
ity of the SWEs by neglecting or approximating less important terms (e.g., Urban InundationModel by Chen
et al., 2007, and LISFLOOD‐FP by Bates & de Roo, 2000). A combination of these methods might also be
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implemented. For example, to enable national and global scale flood simulations, the computational speed
of solving a simplified form of SWEs (Bates et al., 2010) was further improved through algorithm paralleliza-
tion (Sampson et al., 2015; Wing et al., 2017). Despite the simplifications made in these models, these equa-
tions remain complex and are computationally expensive to implement (Guidolin et al., 2016). There has
recently been a growing number of flood models that do not attempt to solve SWEs but use very different
fundamental approaches. According to their level of complexity, we group these urban flood inundation
models into two categories: (i) models based on cellular automata (CA) and (ii) models based on topographic
depressions.

1.1. Models Based on CA

These models discretize the flood domain into a regular grid of cells, each having a number of states.
Spatiotemporal evolution of flooding is translated into a set of general transition rules that update the states
of each cell according to the states of their neighbor cells and its own state from the previous time step. These
models use the Manning equation or alternative empirical relationship for uniform flow, such as the Chezy
or weir equation to calculate intercellular flux rates in each time step (Dottori & Todini, 2011). Ghimire et al.
(2013) applied a simple method that ranked neighbor cells according to their water level. Water flow was
driven mainly by the hydraulic gradient between cells and limited to the transferrable volume calculated
by the Manning's and critical flow equations. Their model was up to 30 times faster than the Urban
Inundation Model that uses a simplified form of the Saint‐Venant equations (Albert S. Chen et al., 2012).
Guidolin et al. (2016) further simplified this method in their Weighted Cellular Automata 2‐D (WCA2D)
model. WCA2D calculates the ratio of water transfer from the central cell to the downstream neighbor cells
(intercellular volume) using a weight‐based approach and limits them by applying the Manning's formula
and the critical flow equation only once per central cell. Demonstrations show that WCA2D can run up to
eight times faster than the commercial software InfoWorks ICM 3.0 (Innovyze, 2012) in a real world case
study (Guidolin et al., 2016). CA‐based models are diffusive‐like models which require very small time steps
when the cell sizes are small. To ensure numerical stability, modeling time step should be reduced quadra-
tically with the decrease in the cell sizes. Therefore, their computational speedup decreases for simulating
urban flooding with high‐resolution model grids (e.g., 1 m or smaller). Despite significant improvement in
the computational efficiency of CA‐basedmodels in recent years, their simulation times are still significantly
higher than models based on topographic depressions, which are designed to run within seconds.

1.2. Models Based on Topographic Depressions

These models consider topography and the continuity equation to predict inundation areas and, therefore,
have run times in orders of magnitude shorter than detailed hydrodynamic models (Teng et al., 2017).
Hereon, we refer to these as Rapid Flood Models (RFMs). RFMs have lower level of complexities and higher
simulation speeds compared to CA‐based models. Simulation speedup is achieved mainly by disregarding
the temporal evolution of flooding (e.g., Gouldby et al., 2008; Krupka, 2009; Lhomme et al., 2008). Unlike
CA‐based models, which use a regular grid of cells, RFMs divide the flood calculation domain into
elementary areas called impact zones (IZs), which represent natural depressions in the ground (Lhomme
et al., 2008). The size of IZs are significantly larger than grid cells in CA‐based models which makes
RFMs computationally more efficient. A number of studies have tried to improve these models by better
representing the mechanisms of flow exchange between storage zones and by introducing temporal
dynamics of flooding (Bernini & Franchini, 2013; CH2M, 2013; Liu & Pender, 2010). Despite the absence
of temporal dynamics, RFMs have been successful in assessing flood damage cost in urban areas among
other potential applications.

Figure 1a shows the three steps of flood inundation modeling generally used in RFMs: (i) preprocessing step
for delineating IZs and their attributes (e.g., area‐volume relationship, list of neighboring IZs, and commu-
nication points and levels); (ii) flood spreading step for computing water levels in each IZ; and (iii) postpro-
cessing step for producing flood inundation maps. Figure 1b shows the flood spreading step for a simple case
with one inflow point (Lhomme et al., 2008):

1. Overtopped volume is passed to the IZ adjacent to the breach location (IZ B).
2. IZ B fills up to its lowest communication level (CL). The communication level of an IZ determines the

level at which the excess volume spills toward neighboring IZs. (IZ C in this case).
3. The water level in IZ C is set to the first CL, as shown in Figure 1, IZ C has the same water level as IZ B.
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4. IZs B and C are merged, the water level is increased to the first CL, and the excess volume is spilled
toward IZ A.

5. The water volume is lower than the capacity of IZ. Hence, the process stops.

Once the water levels in each impact zone is estimated, the postprocessing step converts these levels into
flood depth maps. One of the limitations of rapid inundation models is that their simple filling/spilling algo-
rithm tends to leave isolated flooded areas in between IZs (which are natural flow paths) as dry areas (Jamali
et al., 2018). Some RFMs such as the ISIS FASTmodel (CH2M, 2013) have an additional processing step that
uses a version of a rolling ball algorithm to find the path water may have taken between isolated flooded
areas (Figure 1a).

In our recent study (Jamali et al., 2018) we developed an RFMmodel, referred to as RUFIDAM (Rapid Flood
Inundation and Damage Assessment Model). Our results showed that the preprocessing step of RUFIDAM
takes 2 to 10 min for catchments with sizes between 0.8 and 10 km2 and using a 1‐m‐resolution digital eleva-
tion model (DEM). A similar amount of time was required to finish the flood spreading and postprocessing
steps (RUFIDAM did not include the process for marking up “left‐dry” flow path areas. In general, their
model was 40 to 550 times faster than the MIKE FLOOD hydrodynamic model case studies. The preproces-
sing step of RUFIDAMwas not only time‐consuming, but it also required themodeler to find the appropriate
parameter set (such as minimum depth and area for IZs) to get the desired accuracy in their results. In most
cases, preprocessing is only required to be carried out once. However, this step should be repeated in studies
that include simulating land use change scenarios (e.g., due to urban growth) and flood simulations (e.g.,
Löwe et al., 2017). The process of marking up left‐dry areas will also add to the simulation time.
Therefore, elimination of the preprocessing and postprocessing steps will increase the simulation time, if
flood spreading takes equally long.

In this study, we developed a fast urban flood inundation model, named the Cellular Automata fast flood
evaluation (CA‐ffé) model, which can simulate flood inundation in urban areas due to point inflows (e.g.,
surcharges from drainage network manholes or channels) and also from rainfall applied directly to the sur-
face area (also known as the “rainfall on the grid or direct rainfall” approach, EA, 2012). Using an innovative
simplified flood spreading algorithm based on the CA approach, CA‐ffé provides a method that does not
require the time‐consuming preprocessing step for identification of IZs and their attributes, and

Figure 1. The three steps of Rapid FloodModels: preprocessing (for delineating impact zones and their attributes), flood spreading, and postprocessing for filling up
left dry areas (a); and the spilling/merging process of flood spreading step (b) adapted from Lhomme et al. (2008).
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postprocessing step for identifying andmarking‐up potential flow paths in
between flooded IZs. Similar to RFMs, our model only relies on topogra-
phy and the continuity equation and only predicts the final flood extent
and depth. Unlike the CA‐based flood models that use the Manning equa-
tion (or similar empirical relationships) to spreadwater between cells (e.g.,
Ghimire et al., 2013; Guidolin et al., 2016), CA‐ffé implements a novel
algorithm that does not have a modeling time step. Therefore, when
higher grid resolutions are used, its computational performance does not
decrease as much as diffusive‐like CA‐based models. CA‐ffé uses simple
rules to spread water among cells and can simulate a typical urban flood
event at neighborhood scales (e.g., up to 25 km2 and 1‐m‐grid resolution)
within seconds to a few minutes. CA‐ffé does not model flow in channels
and rivers. However, it can be coupled to one‐dimensional (1‐D) drainage
network or river/channel models to simulate the inundation caused by
surcharged/overtopped flows from manholes or rivers. We successfully
tested CA‐ffé against the TUFLOW (WBM, B, 2016) and HEC‐RAS
(Hydrologic Engineering Center, 2016) – two well‐known and widely used
hydrodynamic models – by applying it to four urban catchments of
different characteristics.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. CA‐ffé Model Structure

The CA‐ffé model combines the most attractive attributes of CA‐based
flood models and RFMs to predict urban flood inundation. In this section,
we briefly explain the theoretical background of the two approaches.

CA‐ffé uses a regular grid of cells instead of IZs. Therefore, it does not require the preprocessing step to iden-
tify IZs. Furthermore, using regular grids in our CA‐based algorithm, we addressed the problem of finding
possible flow path areas in RFMs. As regular grid cells, however, represent much smaller IZs in RFMs, this
would increase the number of calculations and simulation time. Our CA‐based model algorithm eliminates
the merging process in the algorithm that Lhomme et al. (2008) introduced (outlined earlier in Step 4). The
merging process happens when two (or more) adjacent wet IZs have the same water levels. In this condition,
they form one larger IZ and then attributes of the new IZ and (i.e., storage‐area relationship and list of new
neighbors) are updated. This is computationally expensive and can significantly increase model runtime if
the number of IZs is high. Our CA‐based model is developed in the Python 2.7.12 (http://www.python.
org) using the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL Development Team, 2018) and does not use
parallel or graphics processing unit computations.
2.1.1. Definition of Model Input Grids
CA‐ffé takes four grid maps as input: DEM, cell height, boundary type, and cell Excess water Volume (EV;
see Figure 2). These maps have the same number of rows, columns, and georeferencing. CA‐ffé uses a DEM
grid as the lattice of CA cells. Although we implement a square grid DEM for its simplicity and broader appli-
cation (Shao et al., 2015), the algorithm can be adapted to work with other types of grids such as hexagonal
(de Sousa et al., 2017) or irregular triangular grids. The grid resolution of CA‐ffé is automatically set to the
input DEM's resolution. If a different model resolution is required, the DEM is resampled first to the
required resolution (using Geospatial Data Abstraction Library functions in Python) and then used in
CA‐ffé. Sensitive high or low points (e.g., creek centerline or levee walls), can be predefined using a line
or polygon map. DEM resampling can be conditioned to apply maximum and minimum flags to the cells
for these areas.

The cell height map represents the sum of cell ground elevation (from the DEM map) and water depth. At
the start of the simulation, if there is no flood water on the surface, cell height is equal to the ground eleva-
tion since the water depth of all cells is equal to 0. Alternatively, the simulation can start with predefined
nonzero water depths as initial boundary condition (e.g., when there is preexisting inundation or defined
downstream water levels).

Figure 2. Cellular automata lattice, type of cells and neighborhood in the
Cellular Automata fast flood evaluation model.
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The boundary type map indicates how border cells in the CA lattice are treated. Border cells can be either
“closed” boundary cells which no water can flow beyond them, or “open” boundary cells that represent
the outlets of the study area and will absorb any water flowing into them (Shao et al., 2015). All water that
enters open outlet cells will be lost from the calculations and recorded as the volume of outflow from the
study area. By default, the ground elevation of closed boundary cells in the DEM map is increased by 100
m to ensure that water will not exit from these cells. Closed boundary cells can also be used to represent
structural barriers to flooding such as dikes. In this case, users can modify the increase in elevation of closed
boundary cells. When the user is not familiar with the outflow locations of the study area, it is recommended
to run preliminary flood simulations to identify potential outflow areas and use this information to set the
boundary type of border cells.

The EV map represents the flood water volume overtopped on a cell. Total EV is the sum of flood volume
that should be spread by the model. This can be generated by excess rainfall on a cell and point source
discharge volume (e.g., underground drainage network manholes or breached/overtopped point(s) in a
river/canal). At this stage, we do not simulate or account for hydrological losses (e.g., interception and
infiltration) in the model. Rainfall can be uniformly distributed over the catchment or spatially variable
depending on the type of storm simulated.
2.1.2. Application of Transition Rules
Similar to the CA models in Bennett et al. (2013) and Ghimire et al. (2013), we use the von‐Neumann (VN)
neighborhood, meaning that water can flow from the central cell in four cardinal directions (north, south,
east, and west). At each simulation iteration each cell in the calculation domain will be visited and one of
the following transition rules (Figure 3) will be applied:

Rule 0—Do Nothing: if the central cell has no EV. The simulation ends when there is no excess
volume left to be spread (i.e., there is no cell with EV > 0).

Rule 1—Ponding: if the central cell height is lower than its neighbors' cell height, increase water
level up to the level of the lowest neighbor height and deduct this volume
from the cell's EV. If the increased volume is higher than the cell's EV, only
raise water level to match the cell's EV.

Rule 2—Spreading: if the central cell height is equal to its neighbors' cell height, the central cell's
EV will be equally shared among the five cells. The cell heights do not change
in this condition since these five neighboring cells might have neighbors with
lower levels and the EV will flow into them in the next iteration.

Rule 3—Increasing Level: if the central cell's height is equal to the height of one, two, or three neighbors
and less than the height of the others, the central cell height will increase by a
constant value selected by the user, termed “increment constant.” The
equivalent volume will be deducted from the central cell's EV. The
remaining EV will be equally divided between neighboring cells with
the same level. Rule 2 and 3 represents the filling process of a topographic
depression that is formed by a group of cells. Rule 2 spreads EV among
cells, and Rule 3 raises the water level in depression by an increment
constant when water hits the borders of the depression. It should be noted
that the increment constant is the water that is trapped in a depression and
will not be redistributed again. Therefore, selecting a large increment
constant value could result in poor model performance. On the other hand,
a small increment constant will increase the number of iterations required
to fill up depressions and increase the simulation time.

Rule 4—Partitioning: applies when none of the above rules are applicable. In this rule, the central
cell's height will be greater than the cell height of at least one neighbor and
therefore all the EV in the central cell should eventually drain to the
“downstream” neighbor(s).

The central cell in Rule 4 acts as a flow path cell, meaning that all the EV will be transferred to the down-
stream neighbor(s). In real world conditions, the depth at which water flows downstream depends on several
factors such as the flow rate, friction coefficient, and slope. In Rule 4, water depth in the central cell will
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temporarily increase to overcome the friction head loss. This depth is referred to as hf and is a function of EV
in the central cell:

hf ¼ a×EVb (1)

where a and b are constant coefficients that are estimated independently during model calibration using the
performance indicators described in section 2.2.2 which measure accuracy of the model in predicting both
flood extent and depths. The power type equation for hf parameter was inspired by the rating curves in
hydrology, which relate river stage to flow rates. Our preliminary analysis showed that power equation per-
forms better than linear and exponential forms of the equation.

A downstream neighbor is defined as a cell lower than the central cell plus hf. Downstream neighbors will
receive EV from the central cell according to a weighting system similar to Guidolin et al. (2016) as shown
in the following equations:

di ¼ max 0;H0 þ hf−Hi
� �

(2)

wi ¼ di
∑4

i¼1di
(3)

EViþ ¼ wi×EV 0 (4)

H0 and Hi denote the height of central 0 and neighbor cell i, respectively. The excess volume in the central
cell EV0 is divided between downstream cells based on proportional weightings wi (cells that are not down-
stream neighbors of central cell 0 will have a wi of 0).

Rules 1, 2, and 3 together emulate the filling process of a topographic depression. Rule 4 on the other hand
maps the flow path by determining the potential path water can take from one cell to another. Therefore,
CA‐ffe does not require an additional postprocessing step used in RFMs to mark up left dry areas in between
flooded depressions.

Figure 3. Illustration of Cellular Automata fast flood evaluation's transition rules. A different example is used for each rule to show their application (dark = central
cell; blue dashed lines = which cell the excess volume belongs to).
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It should be noted that an iteration in our model should be considered as a “time step” in hydrodynamic
flood models. When Rule 1 is applied, a CA‐ffé model iteration means that the central cell located in depres-
sion will be filled, regardless of how long it is going to take to do so. Similarly, when Rule 4 is applied, an
iteration means that all the excess volume in the central cell will be transferred to the downstream neigh-
bors, regardless of how long it would take to do so. Therefore, the model internally does not keep track
of time.

At the end of the simulation (i.e., when there is no excess volume left to spread), CA‐ffé produces maps of
final and maximum flood depths. The final flood map shows the state of flooding where all the water is
drained from the flow path areas and ponded in topographic depressions. The maximum flood map shows
the highest water depth occurring in a cell during model simulation. Therefore, it includes flood depth infor-
mation in both depressions and flow path areas. Maximum flood inundation maps are widely used for asses-
sing flood damage costs (e.g., Jamali et al., 2018; Löwe et al., 2017).

2.2. CA‐ffé Model Performance
2.2.1. Case Studies
We tested CA‐ffé in a range of simulation experiments using five different case studies (Table 1): four urban
subcatchments located in the Mordialloc Creek and Elster Creek Catchments, Melbourne (Australia), and
one small urban area in the UK, used in the Environment Agency's (EA) benchmarking Test 8a for 2‐D flood
models (the EA benchmarking tests (Néelz & Pender, 2013) were applied to a number of 2‐D hydraulic mod-
eling tools to investigate their capabilities in different conditions). Each case study was compared with a
hydrodynamic model set up for the same area using either HEC‐RAS (Hydrologic Engineering Center,
2016) or TUFLOW (WBM, B, 2016; see Table 1 for details). These five case studies represent different urban
flood conditions and therefore enable robust testing of the CA‐ffé model.

The four subcatchments in Melbourne were historically affected by pluvial flooding as a result of surcharges
from the pipe network. Therefore, the main source of flooding in these case studies is surcharge from the
stormwater system, coming from stormwater inlets or manholes as point sources. Surcharge flows were
simulated using the SWMM (Rossman, 2015) 1‐D drainage network model for a number of design storm
events with different return periods. Subcatchments 1, 2, and 4 were tested using the results of a 100‐year
storm event SWMM simulation. To simplify the setup process of the HEC‐RAS and TUFLOWmodels, inflow
points with a small surcharge volume were grouped with points that had a larger surcharge volume. Total
surcharge volume in Subcatchments 1 and 2 were around 8,000, 24,000, respectively. In Subcatchment 3
we tested CA‐ffé for different flood magnitudes by running SWMM for 10‐, 50‐, and 100‐year design storm
events, which produced a total surcharge of 10,000, 28,000, and 50,000 m3, respectively. It should be noted
that CA‐ffé has no limitation on the number of surcharge points and volumes as it is automatically coupled
to the SWMM model. Therefore, in the real‐world cases there was no need for grouping the
surcharging nodes.

In the fifth case study, CA‐ffé was tested for Test 8a, where flooding originated from two sources: runoff
generated by applying a uniformly distributed (effective) rainfall to the modeled area and an inflow point
(as a surcharging node in drainage network). Table 1 shows the number of surcharge points and total flood
volume spread in each subcatchment. In all the case studies there was no river or channel, and the interac-
tion of surface area with drainage system was not included. It should be noted that CA‐ffé can be coupled to
1‐D river/channel or stormwater drainage models to simulate the inundation caused by any source of flood-
ing. Not including 1‐Dmodels eliminated potential discrepancies that could have been caused by differences
in 1‐Dmodel predictions. We refer the reader to Jamali et al. (2018) for a discussion on coupling RFMs with
1‐D drainage network models. Similar to the previous studies (Guidolin et al., 2016) and following the EA
Test 8a setups (Néelz & Pender, 2013), it was assumed that the catchment area was fully impervious, indicat-
ing a fully saturated impervious areas in urban areas after a large storm event. The reason for this assump-
tion is to limit the focus of the test on the flood spreading algorithms on the surface.

Subcatchments 1, 2, and 3 were compared to the results obtained from the HEC‐RAS version 5.0.6
(Hydrologic Engineering Center, 2016). This model utilizes an implicit finite volume algorithm to solve full
Saint Venant Equations. The results of Subcatchment 4 were compared to the results of an existing
TUFLOW model setup for the study area. Different versions of TUFLOW are equipped with either finite
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difference or finite volume schemes. The EA benchmarking test compared CA‐ffé with both HEC‐RAS
(5.0.6) and TUFLOW (version 2018‐03‐AA) simulation results.

All catchments were initially tested for the highest‐resolution grid that was available; 1 m for Subcatchments
1 to 3 and 0.5 m for Test 8a. In order to check CA‐ffé's performance for different surface roughness condi-
tions, Subcatchments 1, 2, and 3 had different Manning's n values (0.03, 0.05, and 0.07 m−1/3 s, respectively)
that were uniformly applied to the modeled area. Subcatchment 4 had a Manning's roughness value of 0.05
m−1/3s. For the EA Test 8a we applied a value of 0.02 m−1/3s for road pavements and 0.05 m−1/3s for other
surface areas (see Table 1).
2.2.2. Performance Indicators
We compared the maximum flood depth maps of CA‐ffé with the similar results produced by HEC‐RAS and
TUFLOW. For this purpose, we used five common model performance indicators explained in Table 2
(Bennett et al., 2013): (i) hit rate (HR), (ii) false alarm rate (FAR), (iii) critical success index (CSI), (iv)
root‐mean‐square error (RMSE), and (v) Nash‐Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE). In calculating each of these indica-
tors, we defined “inundated” cells as those that have a water depth greater than 5 cm. This threshold is com-
monly used to define areas as flooded because inundations larger than 5 cm can cause damage to basements,
roads and railways (Kaspersen & Halsnæs, 2017). HR represents the number of cells that are predicted as
inundated in both the CA‐ffé and the hydrodynamic model. It indicates what fraction of inundated cells
in the hydrodynamic model is predicted as inundated in the CA‐ffé model. FAR represents the number of
cells that are inundated in CA‐ffé but unaffected (water depth < 5 cm) in the hydrodynamic model. FAR
indicates what fraction of the predicted inundated cells by CA‐ffé did not occur in the hydrodynamic model.
HR indicator ignores false alarms, and FAR ignores misses. The CSI is a balanced score because it is sensitive
to both misses and false alarms. It measures the fraction of cells cases that were correctly predicted (Bennett
et al., 2013).

These indicators compare the maximum inundated area predicted by the two models while considering
the depth threshold. However, they do not measure the accuracy of the model in predicting the flood depth.
The RMSE and NSE indicators take into account deviations in the predicted depths. In calculating RMSE

Table 1
List of the Case Studies and Simulation Experiment Details Used for Model Validation

Case study Characteristics
Manning's n
(m−1/3s)

Flooding source, magnitude,
and inflow duration

Grid size,
simulation time step,
and simulation length

Validation

HEC‐RAS TUFLOW

S1 size: 30 ha 0.03, 1 stormwater surcharge
Mordialloc Creek,
Melbourne

elevation:
39.7–47.1 m

0.05 and total volume:8,000 m3 1 m; 0.5 s ✓

0.07 (100‐year storm event) until t = 4 hr
slope: 2.3% ~70 min

S2 size: 1.4 km2 8 stormwater surcharges ✓

Mordialloc Creek,
Melbourne

elevation:
41.3–53.7 m

0.03, total volume:24,000 m3 1 m; 0.5 s
0.05 and (100‐year storm event) until t = 4 hr

slope: 4.3% 0.07 ~70 min
S3 size: 2.4 km2 0.03, 20 stormwater surcharges 1 m; 0.5 s,

3 storm events with total volumes: 2 m; 1 s,
Elster Creek,
Melbourne

elevation:
1.5–25.6 m

0.05 and 10,000 m3 (10 years) 4 m; 2 s,
0.07 28,000 m3 (50 years) 5 m; 2 s, ✓

slope: 4.8% 50,000 m3 (100 years) until t = 4 hr
~70 min

S4 size:14.4 km2 0.05 30 stormwater surcharges 1 m; 0.5 s,
Elster Creek,
Melbourne

elevation:
20.6–58 m

total volume: 111,500 m3 2 m; 1 s,
(100‐year storm event), 4 m; 2 s, ✓

slope: 4.1% ~70 min 5 m; 2 s,
until t = 8 hr

Test 8a from the
EA Benchmark
Studya

size: 0.4 km2 0.02 for road; 0.05
for other surfaces

direct rainfall (~27 mm),
4 min/and 1 stormwater

sewer surcharge (~4,300 m3),
30 min

0.5 m; 0.2 s until t = 7 hr ✓ ✓

elevation:
21–37.6 m
slope: 4.3%

aNéelz and Pender (2013).
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and NSE, we considered those cells that are inundated in either CA‐ffé or hydrodynamic or are inundated in
both models.
2.2.3. Sensitivity of CA‐ffé to the Key Model Parameters and Grid Size
We conducted a series of sensitivity analyses to investigate how CA‐ffé's predictions varied based on the two
model parameters: the increment constant parameter (Rule 3 in section 2.1) and the temporary depth of
water (hf functions in Rule 4). The work was undertaken on Subcatchments 1, 2, and 3, for the 100‐year
storm event and for three Manning's n values of 0.03, 0.05, and 0.07 m−1/3s (nine sensitivity tests in total; see
Table 1). This was also considered as a calibration procedure to identify the parameter range for which the
best performance indicators (Table 2) were achieved.

For each subcatchment we conducted 4,000 CA‐ffé simulations with various parameter sets created using a
grid‐search approach by 200 values of increment constants ranging between 1 × 10−5 to 1 m and 20 different
hf functions (see Figure 4). Prior to the sensitivity analysis, we conducted preliminary simulations in
Subcatchments 1, 2, and 3 to help selecting the appropriate ranges for the coefficients a and b (equation (1))
and for the increment constant parameter. Our preliminary results showed that CA‐ffé performed equally
well when b was within the range of 0.05 to 0.3. This was mainly because the changing the value of b does
not significantly change the shape of hf function curves. However, CA‐ffé's performance was very sensitive to

the coefficient a. Therefore, for the purpose of sensitivity analysis, the 20
different hf functions were created by ranging a between 0.01 to 0.2 and
selecting a constant value of 0.25 for coefficient b.

The maximum flood depth maps predicted in each CA‐ffé simulation was
compared to the maximum inundation depth predicted by HEC‐RAS
using the five performance indicators. We also produced two sensitivity
plots using parameter sets that produced CSI and NSE indicators above
a certain threshold. These sensitivity plots indicate model parameter
range for which the model performance reaches to a certain threshold.
The threshold for each sensitivity analysis test was selected to be 95% of
maximum estimated CSI or NSE values for that test case.

We also investigated the sensitivity of CA‐ffé's performance to the DEM
grid resolution. For this purpose, eight CA‐ffé simulations were carried
out by varying the DEM grid resolution in Subcatchments 3 and 4.
Using the ArcGIS Resample toolset (ESRI, 2012), we obtained three
DEMs of 2‐, 4‐, and 5‐m resolutions from a 1‐m‐resolution lidar grid. We
used the 100‐year event surcharge volume for these CA‐ffé simulations
and compared the results to the hydrodynamic models with the same
grid resolution.

Table 2
Performance Indicators Used for Comparing CA‐ffé Against HEC‐RAS and TUFLOW Models

Performance index Formula Range Optimal score

HR (%)
HR ¼ Hits

HitsþMisses ×100
0–100% 100%

FAR (%)
FAR ¼ False alarms

HitsþFalse alarms ×100
0–100% 0%

CSI (%)
CSI ¼ Hits

HitsþMissesþFalse alarms ×100
0–100% 100%

RMSE (m)

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑n

i¼1 YC
i −Y

T
ið Þ2

n

r 0–∞ 0

NSE

NSE ¼ 1−
∑n

i¼1 YC
i −Y

T
ið Þ2

∑n
i¼1 YT

i −Y
T
meanð Þ2

� � −∞ to 1 1

Note. CA‐ffé = Cellular Automata fast flood evaluation; HR = hit rate; FAR = false alarm rate; CSI = critical success
index; RMSE = root‐mean‐square error; NSE = and Nash‐Sutcliffe efficiency.

Figure 4. hf functions used in the sensitivity analysis of the Cellular
Automata fast flood evaluation model. These functions were created using
equation (1) with b = 0. 25 and 20 values of a = 0.01, 0.02, … , 0.2.
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3. Result and Discussion
3.1. Sensitivity Analysis of the CA‐ffé Model Parameters

We first discuss the results of our sensitivity analysis on key model parameters as these provided the cali-
brated values that we used throughout all remaining case studies. Figure 5 shows the calculated performance
indicators used in the sensitivity analysis conducted in Subcatchment 1 for Manning's n = 0.03 m−1/3s. As
shown in this figure, CA‐ffé's performance is sensitive to the selected increment constant and hf function.
As explained in Rule 3 (section 2.1.2), it is expected that selecting a smaller increment constant would lead
to better model performance. Figure 5 shows that decreasing the increment constant from 1 m to around
0.001 m improves the performance indicators in all hf functions. For increment constants smaller than
0.001 m, model performance did not improve despite small fluctuations. The sensitivity analysis results from
Subcatchments 2 and 3 and for other Manning's n values showed the same behavior. This indicates that

Figure 5. Sensitivity analysis of key model parameters: increment constant (1 × 10−5 to 0.1 m) and 20 hf functions
created using equation (1) with b = 0. 25 and a = 0.01, 0.02, … , 0.2. Results belong to Subcatchment 1 (100‐year event
with 1‐m‐resolution grid) and are created using the five performance indicators: hit rate (HR), false alarm rate (FAR),
critical success index (CSI), root‐mean‐square error (RMSE) and Nash‐Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE).
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selecting increment constant values smaller than 0.001mwill not improvemodel performance but cost more
simulation time. As such, an increment constant value of 0.001 m should be preferred. CA‐ffé was also
sensitive to the hf function parameter. According to the calculated performance indicators, we found that
in all test cases, the hf functions with coefficient a = 0.06 to 0.11 (and b = 0.25) performed better than
other functions.

Figure 6 shows sensitivity plots of CA‐ffé model parameters using the CSI and NSE performance indicators
in Subcatchments 1, 2, and 3 and for Manning's n 0.03, 0.05, and 0.07 m−1/3s. In all the three test cases, an
increment constant ≤0.001 m produced the best CSI and NSE indicators (see Figures 6a and 6b). The
horizontal sensitivity plots in this range showed that in all three subcatchments and for all Manning's n
values, the CA‐ffé model becomes insensitive to the selected increment constant within this range. This
shows that an increment constant of 0.001 m is likely to produce acceptable results in any other case study
with a 1‐m‐grid resolution.

In the case of the hf function, the accepted performance indicator values in all test cases were produced in the
range of a= 0.05 to 0.15 for CSI and a= 0.07 to 0.17 for NSE (see Figures 6c and 6d). Results showed that the
accepted range for hf function slightly changes depending on the surface roughness. In all the test cases with
Manning's n= 0.03 m−1/3s, the highest performance indicators were achieved when increment constant was
smaller than 0.001 m and a was between 0.09 to 0.11. For Manning's n = 0.05 m−1/3s, the best performance
was achieved when a= 0.1 to 0.13. This range forManning's n= 0.07m−1/3s was a= 0.12 to 0.15. This shows

Figure 6. Sensitivity analysis plots of Cellular Automata fast flood evaluation model parameters: increment constant
(a and b) and hf function (c and d) using the CSI (a and c) and NSE (b and d) performance indicators in Subcatchments 1, 2,
and 3 and for Manning's n of 0.03, 0.05, and 0.07 m−1/3s. CSI = critical success index; NSE = Nash‐Sutcliffe efficiency.
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that the coefficient a in the hf function can describe differences in the surface roughness values. As the
surface roughness increased, a larger value of a produced the best performance indicators. The increment
constant parameter had the same range among all the test cases. As such, for the rest of the simulations
in Subcatchment 4 (Manning's n = 0.05 m−1/3s) and Test8a (Manning's n = 0.02 for roads and 0.05 m−1/3s
for other areas) we selected a = 0.1 and increment constant of 0.001 m.

3.2. CA‐ffé Model Performance

Figures 7 and 8 show the maximum flood extent and depth predicted by CA‐ffé and the hydrodynamic
models (TUFLOW and HEC‐RAS) in Subcatchments 1, 2, 3, and 4. Generally, there was a good

Figure 7. Comparison of the maximum flood depth predicted by HEC‐RAS and CA‐ffé models in Subcatchments 1 and 2 as well the location of inflow points (for
the 100‐year event with 1‐m‐resolution grid). CA‐ffé = Cellular Automata fast flood evaluation.
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agreement between the predicted flood extent by CA‐ffé and these models. CA‐ffé was able to predict the
same inundation extent as the hydrodynamic models in most areas. Figure 9 shows the differences in the
predicted water depth by HEC‐RAS and CA‐ffé models and their frequency distribution. As it can be seen
in this figure, the larger difference between the two models usually occurred is in the flow path areas
such as streets where water does not pond. On the other hand, in the depression areas, which flood
inundation depth is usually significantly higher than flow path areas, CA‐ffé's predicted water depth was
close to those predicted by HEC‐RAS.

Discrepancies between the predicted flood extents were bigger in flow path areas such as streets. This was
also observed in Test 8a (Figure 10), where the predicted flood inundation depth and extent in the Centre
and the West part of the study area had a better agreement with the TUFLOW and HEC‐RAS model results.
However, CA‐ffé mostly underpredicted flood inundation in the eastern part of the study area where the
inflow point was located.

Figure 8. Comparison of maximum flood depth predicted by HEC‐RAS and CA‐ffé in Subcatchment 3 and predicted by TUFLOW and CA‐ffé models in
Subcatchment 4 (for the 100‐year simulation with 1‐m‐resolution grid). The location of inflow points is shown with points. CA‐ffé = Cellular Automata fast
flood evaluation.
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This discrepancy between CA‐ffé and the hydrodynamic models' results is most likely due to CA‐ffé not
representing the flow momentum effects but simply relying on the water balance equation for spreading
flood waters. For example, in areas near the inflow point in Test 8a, water depth was dependent on the
momentum‐related parameters such as flow velocity. In other words, water depth in these areas was more
dependent on the shape of the inflow point hydrograph: a higher flow rate would potentially cause higher
flood depth in this area. However, the higher inundation depth in the middle of the map was located in a
low‐lying depression and flooding in this area was mainly dominated by accumulation of water from higher
ground and ponding in the depression. Therefore, the flooding in this area was not impacted by the shape of
the hydrograph (or hyetograph). A correct prediction of the total flood volume entering this area would lead
to a good prediction of water level.

Another explanation for the discrepancy betweenmodels in Test 8a was probably the implementation of two
different roughness values in the hydrodynamic models (the roughness value for streets and other areas
were 0.02 and 0.05 m−1/3s, respectively) while the CA‐ffé model did not differentiate between land use types.
To represent different roughness values (Manning's n) multiple hf functions can be implemented for each
land use type to represent the variability in surface properties. This capability will be added in the future
by implementing different hf functions for each land use type.

Table 3 summarizes the values of the five performance indicators for all the simulation experiments con-
ducted with a grid resolution of 1 m. According to the HR indicator CA‐ffé predicted 84% to 95% of cells iden-
tified as inundated by the hydrodynamic models. The FAR indicator ranged between 9% and 26%. The CSI
range was 70% to 82%. This range for NSE was 0.78 to 0.88. Overall, these indicators show that CA‐ffé was
able to predict the flood extent and depth produced by the hydrodynamic models with a significant degree
of accuracy. Similar performance indicators were achieved when testing CA‐ffé for different flood magni-
tudes in Subcatchment 3. Performance indicators were within the same range among case studies with var-
ious surface roughness. No significant difference was observed between the performance of CA‐ffé in Test 8a
and Subcatchment 4 where we used the calibration results of the first three subcatchments. This indicates

Figure 9. Depth difference between HEC‐RAS and CA‐ffé in Subcatchment 1 and their frequency distribution. CA‐ffé = Cellular Automata fast flood evaluation.
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Figure 10. Comparison of maximum flood extents predicted by TUFLOW, HEC‐RAS, and CA‐ffé models for Test 8a (with
0.5‐m‐resolution grid). CA‐ffé = Cellular Automata fast flood evaluation.

Table 3
Performance Indicator Values Comparing CA‐ffé Model Results Against the Hydrodynamic Simulation Models (TUFLOW and HEC‐RAS) for 1‐m Grid Size

Case study

Validated
against

Manning's
n Total flood volume

Performance indicators

HR FAR CSI RMSE NSE
(m−1/3s) (1,000 m3) (%) (%) (%) (m)

Subcatchment 1 HEC‐RAS 0.03 8 (100‐year event) 94.8 16.1 80.2 0.038 0.84
0.05 91.9 10.6 82.8 0.041 0.81
0.07 89.9 8.96 82.6 0.046 0.78

Subcatchment 2 HEC‐RAS 0.03 24.1 (100‐year event) 84.2 14.4 73.7 0.093 0.82
0.05 85.3 13.1 75.6 0.086 0.81
0.07 89.6 16.8 75.8 0.079 0.81

Subcatchment 3 HEC‐RAS 0.03 50 (100‐year event) 86.2 15.9 74.1 0.081 0.88
0.05 88.2 16.5 75.1 0.084 0.86
0.07 92.1 20.4 74.8 0.080 0.85
0.05 28 (50‐year) 87.1 14.6 71.3 0.072 0.83
0.05 10 (10‐year) 87.9 14.3 72.2 0.068 0.88

Subcatchment 4 TUFLOW 0.05 111.5 (100‐year) 86.8 16.7 74.4 0.064 0.85
Test 8a TUFLOW 0.02 & 0.05 4.3a 88.1 25.2 71.3 0.12 0.83

HEC‐RAS 85.5 26.5 69.3 0.09 0.87

Note. CA‐ffé = Cellular Automata fast flood evaluation; HR= hit rate; FAR= false alarm rate; CSI = critical success index; RMSE= root‐mean‐square error; NSE
= and Nash‐Sutcliffe efficiency.
aThis simulation also had 27 mm of rainfall in addition to the point source inflow (see Table 1).
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that overall, CA‐ffé maintained consistency and robustness when applied to different subcatchments and
conditions in terms of flood magnitude, surface roughness, catchment size and slope.

3.3. Model Sensitivity to the Grid Size

Table 4 compares the values of performance indicators in Subcatchments 3 and 4 for different model grid
resolutions. In general, there is only a slight decrease in model performance with increasing model grid size
from 1 to 5 m. In the case of NSE in Subcatchment 3, for example, there was a drop from 0.86 to 0.79 when a
5‐m‐resolution grid was used. This is most likely because we calibrated CA‐ffé with the 1‐m‐grid resolution
and used the same parameters values throughout the rest of the simulations. CA‐ffé exhibited consistent
performance when tested at different grid resolutions (in the two subcatchments). We therefore conclude
that CA‐ffé is rather robust even when a 5‐m‐grid resolution is used.

3.4. Model Computational Performance

Table 5 shows the simulation time for CA‐ffé and the hydrodynamic models. Note that when comparing
simulation speed of CA‐ffé against hydrodynamic models, one should consider that CA‐ffé does not predict
the same outputs as HEC‐RAS and TUFLOW (e.g., flow speed and the spatial‐temporal dynamics of flood-
ing). This comparison shows the magnitude of speedup when only the maximum flood inundation is simu-
lated. Nevertheless, CA‐ffé simulation times were in the order of a few seconds to 10 min. CA‐ffé was 250 to

1,100 times faster than the hydrodynamic models. This simulation
time was in the order of the simulation time for the RFM model by
Jamali et al. (2018). Generally, the difference between the simulation
time of CA‐ffé and hydrodynamic models was significant and several
order of magnitudes smaller in large or high‐resolution case studies.
For example, the simulation times of TUFLOW and CA‐ffé with a
1‐m‐grid size in Subcatchment 2 were around 79 hr versus 10 min,
respectively, while the 5‐m‐grid simulation for the same models took
43 min in TUFLOW and 7 s in CA‐ffé.

Table 5 shows evidence that CA‐ffé is fast and, therefore, has signifi-
cant potential to be used for flood assessment in different contexts.
For example, the model could be used for assessment of flood risk
especially in large urban areas. CA‐ffé is also suitable for applications
in areas that have not yet been mapped for flooding (and for which
there may not be resources available to do so, such as in a developing
context). It is also suitable for rapidly locating hotspots and problem
areas that can later be prioritized for more detailed modeling.
Additionally, it could also be used for flood emergency management
when we need to either run multiple scenarios for making decisions

Table 4
Comparison of CA‐ffé Model With TUFLOW and HEC‐RAS When Different Model Grid Resolutions Applied

Validated
against

Model grid
resolution

Performance indicators

HR FAR CSI RMSE NSE
(m] (%] (%] (%] (m]

Subcatchment 3a HEC‐RAS 1 88.2 16.5 75.1 0.084 0.86
2 87.5 16.6 73.9 0.087 0.86
4 84.0 15.9 71.0 0.108 0.81
5 83.6 12.5 71.8 0.109 0.79

Subcatchment 4 TUFLOW 1 86.8 16.7 74.4 0.064 0.85
2 89.0 17.9 74.4 0.066 0.83
4 83.6 18.2 71.6 0.067 0.83
5 82.8 17.8 71.1 0.068 0.81

Note. CA‐ffé = Cellular Automata fast flood evaluation; HR = hit rate; FAR = false alarm rate; CSI = critical success
index; RMSE = root‐mean‐square error; NSE = and Nash‐Sutcliffe efficiency.
aFor the 100‐year event with total flood volume of 10,000 m3 (see Table 1).

Table 5
Performance indicator values and simulation time of TUFLOWand CA‐ffé models

Case study
Validated
against

Model grid
resolution

Simulation time (h:mm:ss]

SWE CA‐ffé

Subcatchment 1 HEC‐RAS 1 m 0:40:23 0:00:10
Subcatchment 2 HEC‐RAS 1 m 12:45:22 0:00:43
Subcatchment 3 HEC‐RAS 1 m 21:32:29 0:02:08

2 m 2:17:12 0:00:35
4 m 0:37:45 0:00:07
5 m 0:18:57 0:00:03

Subcatchment 4 TUFLOW 1 m 79:32:20 0:05:10
2 m 9:46:16 0:01:33
4 m 1:20:19 0:00:14
5 m 0:43:48 0:00:07

Test 8a TUFLOW 0.5 m 12:24:00 0:03:12
HEC‐RAS 0.5 m 14:35:00

Note. CA‐ffé = Cellular Automata fast flood evaluation; SWE = shallow water
equations.
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about the desired response actions (e.g., we can very quickly test the sensitivities of models and terrain
changes like sand bag levees) or, in a real‐time context, to update model runs as new data becomes available.

CA‐ffé will be further developed to better account for hydrological processes such as infiltration and initial
losses when the rainfall on grid method is used. It will also be coupled to the SWMM (Rossman, 2015) to
simulate the flooding caused by surcharges from the drainage network and interaction effects with the
subsurface network.

4. Conclusions

This paper described the development of a fast flood evaluation model (called CA‐ffé) based on the CA
approach that only uses topography and water balance equation for spreading floodwater.

We compared CA‐ffé against two widely used hydrodynamic models (TUFLOW and HEC‐RAS) by simulat-
ing the maximum flood inundation extent and depth caused by storm sewer surcharges and direct rainfall in
four different urban subcatchments. CA‐ffé was able to simulate most of the flow paths and inundated areas
predicted by TUFLOW and HEC‐RAS, with some discrepancies. CA‐ffé performs well in predicting the
inundation depth and extent in low‐lying depression areas (which usually have higher inundation depths
and are potentially associated with greater risk and damage). However, in areas where flood water has
higher momentum and velocity, CA‐ffé was not able to predict inundation depths with the same accuracy.

Our analyses showed that CA‐ffé's performance is dependent on the selected model parameters (the hf func-
tion and increment constant value) but not significantly impacted by increasing the grid size from 1 to 5 m.
The range of model parameters for which the best performance indicators were achieved was consistent in
different case studies and conditions (e.g., various catchment characteristics, flood magnitudes, surface
roughness, and model grid resolution). Using the best parameter range from the sensitivity analysis pro-
duced similar performance in other case studies. Therefore, it could be concluded that CA ffé is a robust
model that performs consistently in different flood conditions. We concluded that the model is rather robust
even when a 5‐m‐grid resolution is used, which is beneficial for applications in areas where data limitations
are apparent. When no detailed hydrodynamic model result is available for calibrating the model para-
meters, CA‐ffé should be used with the suggested parameter from this study.

CA‐ffé model is easy to set up and implement. Most importantly, it was able to simulate a typical flood event
within seconds to 10 min (depending on the size of and terrain resolution of the catchment). This makes
CA‐ffé suitable for applications that require many simulations, not require velocity output, and have low
demands on the representation and accuracy of flow dynamics.
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